Abstract: I give an overiew of the chronology and genesis of the book, paying special attention to Horace's adaptation of his Greek models, namely Archilochus. The single poems are analyzed in thematic order.
C S 1.Chronology
The book of poems, which Horace himself calls iambi (Epod. 14.7; Epist. We have little opportunity to trace the development of Horace's early poetry. But it emerges that during the rst ten years or so for which his activity as a poet can be documented, he published two books of hexametrical poetry (in a Roman genre) of ten or eight long pieces, both books of well over one thousand lines (1028 and 1083); in parallel, Horace began to try his hand at new meters and models from archaic Greek poetry. It is clear that this new experiment required much harder work before it produced results that were satisfactory to the poet; the book of Epodes contains only seventeen pieces of together 625ll., all but four (Epod. 2, 5, 16, and 17) rather short; one of the longest, Epod. 17, is composed not in epodic meter but in stichic iambic trimeter. Even though Horace uses six di ferent epodic meters, he does not exhaust the variety of metrical forms of his professed model Archilochus, and ten poems are written in pure iambics. Five pieces are in iambodactylic meter, only one pattern is used twice (Epod. 14 and 15), and Epod. 12 is dactylic. Both the small number of poems and the restriction to a few metrical patterns, with marked preference for the most simple one, surely attest to the di culties Horace had when he rst embarked on his experiment.
It is a more likely guess that Serm. 1.7 is early (see above, p. 24 n. 82) because it recounts an episode of Brutus's Asian campaign and perhaps also because it is by far the shortest (only 35ll.), but this is far from certain. 
